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Settings for the development of
health literacy: A conceptual
review

Catherine L. Jenkins*, Jane Wills and Susie Sykes

Institute of Health and Social Care, London South Bank University, London, United Kingdom

Advances in conceptualizing settings in health promotion include understanding

settings as complex and interlinked systemswith a core commitment to health and

related outcomes such as health literacy. Traditional settings for the development

of health literacy include health care environments and schools. There is a need to

identify and conceptualize non-traditional and emerging settings of twenty-first-

century everyday life. The aim of this conceptual review is to inform a conceptual

model of a “non-traditional” setting for the development of health literacy. The

model uses the example of the public library to propose four equity-focused

antecedents required in a setting for the development of health literacy: the setting

acknowledges the wider determinants of health, is open access, involves local

communities in how it is run, and facilitates informed action for health. The review

concludes that a settings approach to the development of health literacy can be

conceptualized as part of a coordinated “supersetting approach,” where multiple

settings work in synergy with each other.
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1. Introduction

The World Health Organization has long recognized that settings can be health-

promoting or health-threatening: “[i]f health is everywhere, every place or setting in society

can support or endanger health” (1) (p. 65). The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2)

views health as “created and lived by people within the settings of their everyday life; where

they learn, work, play and love” (2) throughout the life course (3). “Settings for health” is used

in this review as defined in the latest edition of the Health Promotion Glossary of Terms (4)

(p. 30):

The place or social context where people engage in daily activities, in

which environmental, organizational and personal factors interact to affect health

and wellbeing.

Health literacy is a domain of health promotion and enables people to access,

understand, appraise, remember, and use information about health (5). Health literacy can

be developed through interaction with, and is influenced by, settings such as health care

environments (5) and schools (6) but there is increasing recognition that it can also be

developed in “new” and emerging settings for health, such as online settings (social media

and virtual reality) and hybrid settings (settings with physical and online manifestations;

augmented reality) (7–11).
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One of the Ottawa Charter’s action areas focuses on creating

“supportive environments” for health, but the Charter has not

formally kept pace with the expansion of everyday settings for

health (12) to include e.g., online settings (13), or “where people

google” (14). More recently, the World Health Organization has

referred to “enabling environments,” which “support people to

access, understand, appraise, remember and use information about

health” (i.e., develop health literacy), “for the health and wellbeing

of themselves and those around them, within the circumstances

and demands of their daily lives” (15). A rapid review of settings

for raising awareness of health inequities (16) has suggested

several types of non-traditional settings for health: online, faith-

based, night-time economy, green (“eco”) and temporary pop-

ups. Reviewing the settings approach from alternative angles and

categorization, e.g., by opening hours, ecological footprint, and

permanence, can revitalize the evidence base and ensure that it

retains relevance.

The supersetting approach, or “settings approach 2.0” (17), is

one such revitalization. It is a multisetting approach to health that

emphasizes “the need for coordinated activities to be carried out

in a range of different settings within a local community with the

aim of attaining synergistic and sustainable effects” (3) (p. 30–31).

This paper outlines a conceptual review of settings in the context of

the settings approach in health promotion. The conceptual review

informs a conceptual model of an example “new” setting, the public

library, as a community-based setting for health and health literacy

when part of a wider supersetting approach. The public library is

selected as an illustrative example with four antecedents conducive

to health literacy development. The antecedents are reported in

more detail elsewhere (18); this review focuses specifically on the

relevance of the settings concept to health literacy.

Community-based and informal education settings broadly

accessible to people include “extended classrooms” such as “parks,

shopping centers, community centers, or libraries” (19) (p. 146).

The public library is the example case used in this paper, for

several reasons. Within the field of public health, public libraries

constitute a comparatively unique but under-utilized community

partner, particularly in rural areas (20–22). Public libraries’ reach

is inclusive of otherwise marginalized communities, such as

school-excluded children and the homeless. Conceptualizations

of public libraries as responsive and active community hubs for

health-related activities and information-seeking highlight their

provision of flexible physical and virtual space, informal learning

opportunities, and curation of free access to local and global health

information services (23, 24). Library-based resources include the

staff, some of whom will be trained information professionals with

an understanding of health communication, infodemiology, and

the determinants of health relevant to the communities they serve

(25). Many public libraries have a consumer health librarianship

function (26) and “routinely assist patrons with unmet health and

social needs” (27) (p. 1).

Despite evidence internationally in support of the potential role

of the public library in public health and, to some extent, health

literacy (23, 28, 29), this setting constitutes a missed opportunity: it

is not considered a “traditional” setting for health (30). The current

conceptual review therefore uses the public library as an example

to explore the potential of non-traditional or emerging settings for

health and health literacy.

2. Methods

The importance of settings as a concept for the promotion

of health is longstanding and there is a significant body of

literature that explores the concept (31) and its practice (3),

and yet its theoretical basis is contested (32, 33). A conceptual

review examines the discursive scaffolding of a concept and

contributes more nuanced understandings of the connections

between that concept and empirical evidence (34). Revisiting

the literature via a conceptual review can foster “revitalization

of existing theory,” or even “novel conceptual insights” (35)

(p. 28).

A conceptual review of the settings-based approach was

conducted using a systematic process of searching across databases

and gray literature, and reading the retrieved literature critically

to map and clarify this concept in its historical and social context

(34). While the review was conducted systematically, it differs

significantly from a systematic review. One such difference is

the way in which a conceptual review is reported: there is no

extension to PRISMA available for the conceptual review type,

and therefore conceptual review reporting tends to be discursive

in nature. The process incorporated five stages: establishing

the parameters of the concept under review, integrating and

synthesizing the evidence base (both conceptual and empirical),

resolving inconsistencies and tensions, highlighting gaps in

the existing literature, and outlining an agenda for future

research (35).

The first stage involved defining the settings-based approach

in health promotion and distinguishing it from related concepts

by formulating and applying eligibility criteria to separate out

instances of conceptual conflation and terminological confusion.

The second stage used citation analysis of canonical or pertinent

sources (3, 13, 17, 31, 33, 36) to comprehensively trace

the development of the settings concept and its theorization.

Inconsistencies and ambiguities, e.g., between definitions and

operationalizations of the concept, were resolved systematically by

grouping the amassed evidence into research “streams” that could

be examined side-by-side (35). This examination led to the next

stage: gap or “tensions” analysis, focused specifically on where an

absence of evidence or the presence of tensions limited the ability of

the settings-based approach to evolve and respond to twenty-first-

century determinants of health. The conceptual tensions identified

are reported in the Results.

3. Results

The results of the conceptual review are presented as themes

that each reveal a tension in the narratives around settings and

ways in which the concept has been clarified or developed,

such as using complexity theory to represent settings as systems.

Overlapping concepts identified from the literature are used to

organize the results based on how the public library setting is

understood: as a “setting for health,” a “system,” a “health-literate

organization,” or part of a supersetting approach. The results

inform a conceptual model of the public library as part of a

supersetting approach.
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3.1. Settings for health and health literacy

The conceptual review provides insight into what is known

about “settings.” In health promotion policy and literature,

“setting” is used in two ways: health promotion in a setting (where

the setting serves as the location for individually-oriented lifestyle

interventions), and settings-based health promotion (where the

setting is the health promotion intervention) (3, 32). In the

2021 update to the Health Promotion Glossary of Terms (4),

under a new entry for “environmental determinants of health,”

settings for health are referred to as providing the “structure for

practical action” (p. 15). Action also appears under the “settings

for health” entry itself, where the indicator that “people actively

use and shape the environment” differentiates settings for health

from “a setting as the basis for delivery of a specific service or

programme” (p. 30).

The emphasis on “traditional” settings for health—“healthy

cities; health promoting schools; healthy workplaces; healthy

islands; health promoting hospitals; health promoting prisons

and health promoting universities” (4) (p. 30)—can circumscribe

applications of the settings-based approach. This selectivity is

beginning to change with the induction of non-traditional settings,

such as healthy stadia and airports, into the evidence base, “some

through formalized initiatives led by the WHO and other bodies,

others emerging through pilot studies and projects” (33) (p. 12);

the public library is an ongoing example of the latter route (18, 21,

29).

3.2. Settings as systems

The settings-based approach understands settings as complex

systems with inputs, throughputs, outputs, and impacts (32) in

relation to a wider environment (including other settings). This

complexity requires drawing on “multiple theories from multiple

disciplines, rather than one overarching theory” (32) (p. 15) to

consolidate knowledge of how settings-as-systems work. In the UK

and other countries, the public library is organized and referred to

as a “system” of distributed local branches.

Socioecological models identified in the conceptual review

span theoretical stances and include a model of a non-traditional

setting (a sports club) that shows the reciprocal interaction between

setting- and individual-based factors for health at macro-, meso-,

and micro-levels (37), and a model integrating a socioecological

framework with health literacy at functional, interactive, and

critical levels of enablement (38). Bothmake use of the visualization

of health determinants as a “rainbow” of proximal and distal

influences (39).

A further model identified in the review refers to an “equity-

focused settings approach,” or “settings praxis” (40) that attends to

health determinants, addresses the needs of marginalized groups,

catalyzes change in a setting’s structure, and involves stakeholders.

The model engages with complexity theory to view settings as

complex, decentralized systems that are organic, non-linear and

emergent. It takes the form of a conceptual framework with six

guiding principles: a holistic (whole-system) orientation; “start

where people are”; place-based and joined-up practices; in-depth

sociopolitical analysis; an asset-based approach; and a capabilities

approach to health. Collectively, these principles position settings-

as-systems in which health literacy, in systems terminology, is an

active throughput.

Work on healthy universities (32) suggests that investigations

into settings should identify the extent to which the setting

promotes health through its policies and expressed purpose (core

business). However, a successful settings-based approach, viewed

from a systems perspective, is one of homeostasis: an ideal state of

healthful, dynamic equilibrium whereby health becomes “business

as usual” so seamlessly that it is difficult to evidence and separate

out the settings-based approach as a factor (41). Using the settings-

based approach to guide identification of the antecedents that need

to be in place to constitute a supportive and enabling environment

for health and health literacy therefore requires overcoming the

challenge of documenting a successful settings-based approach

within the system (i.e., when health literacy becomes systemic)

(41). It is not within the remit of this review to resolve the

challenge of evidencing a successful settings-based approach, only

to conceptualize, based on evidence, what such an approach

might entail.

3.3. Health-literate organizations

Another concept in the literature is health-literate

organizations (HLOs), which by design support people to

“systematically orient their daily routines toward HL [health

literacy]” (42) (p. 464). HLOs “equitably enable individuals to

find, understand, and use information and services to inform

health-related decisions and actions for themselves and others”

(43) (p. 1,084).

The HLO concept has several related terms, including

organizational health literacy, health literacy-friendly organizations

(6, 44, 45), and “organizational health literacy responsiveness”

(15). Organizational health literacy “comprises a settings-based

approach aiming at changing organizational conditions to enhance

health literacy of relevant stakeholders” (46) (p. 1). It is

underpinned by a set of auditable attributes of a “health-literate”

organization (44, 47). There is potential for health-promoting

settings and health-literate organizations to:

Work side by side (if not together), complementing each

other [. . . ] Settings that have adopted a health promotion

approach can easily become health literate settings and vice

versa, because structures and processes have already been

reoriented and important changes (including awareness) have

already been implemented (48) (p. 888–889).

Organizational health literacy responsiveness is defined as:

The extent to which health workers, services, systems,

organizations and policy-makers (across government sectors

and through cross-sectoral public policies) recognize and

accommodate diverse traditions and health literacy strengths,

needs and preferences to create enabling environments that

optimize equitable access to and engagement with health
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information and services, and support for the health and

wellbeing of individuals, families, groups and communities (15)

(p. x).

To date, the HLO concept has been mainly used with health

care environments (47), and recently schools (46). To approach the

public library as a HLO, or facilitate the process by which it can

become one, requires a reorientation in the literature toward non-

traditional or emerging settings without (yet) an accepted “health-

promoting” or “health-literate” prefix, nor their own set of HLO

principles. Part of such a reorientation would need to consider the

antecedents for a setting to be considered an active, enabling, and

responsive HLO.

3.4. The example case of the public library
as part of a supersetting approach

The settings-based approach is “explicitly determinants-

focused” (13) (p. 46). When implemented in line with this

commitment, the approach changes the way people’s environments

are organized (13) and involves people in this change. It

shares the Ottawa Charter’s set of tenets that health promotion

practice be enabling, participatory, holistic, intersectoral, equitable,

sustainable, and use multiple strategies for health in combination

(49). Based on these tenets, and the framework for settings praxis

identified in the conceptual review (40), a determinants- and

equity-focused settings approach is proposed and presented in a

conceptual model that aims to engage with the complexity of health

promotion interventions.

Conceptual models provide a reference-point for theorizing

settings-based approaches and a reminder to attend to the

interconnection between macro-, meso-, and micro-levels of a

setting that inform a socioecological, whole-system perspective

(32). The conceptual model here posits four antecedents that would

need to be in place in, for example, a public library as a supportive

and enabling environment that optimizes individuals’ equitable

access to and engagement with relevant health information and

services (5, 18).

The identified antecedents are as follows:

A public library. . .

1. Acknowledges the wider determinants of health

2. Is open access

3. Involves local communities in how it is run

4. Facilitates informed action.

Figure 1 shows the conceptual model.

The model makes use of the visual shorthand of a “rainbow,”

common to other models from the conceptual review (39), to

represent the socioecological structure and operational levels of

the public library. The library is shown as open to the wider

environment (inputs from this environment include staff, funding,

library branch facilities and resources; governance, policy, and

school settings that influence library priorities; and additional

potential partner settings for health). This is relevant to the

tension between health promotion in a setting and a comprehensive

settings approach: the partner settings depicted here are intended to

support a comprehensive approach. Further example settings could

include sports clubs and healthy universities, based on their steady

emergence in the settings literature as non-traditional settings for

health and health literacy (7, 9, 37, 50–53).

All four antecedents are holistic (i.e., they span the system)

and work intersectorally (with porous boundaries to facilitate

partnership work with other settings). In the example of the

public library, all four antecedents are in place and position

the library as part of a wider network of settings (or systems,

or HLOs). The model demonstrates the “connectedness” (17)

(p. 10) of this setting vertically (macro–micro) and horizontally

(intersectoral collaboration across settings). The public library is

strengthened through the participation of individuals interacting

with it and other everyday settings over the life course (54): a

supersetting approach.

The supersetting approach is a socioecological approach that

builds on local knowledge and resources, is context-sensitive,

and emphasizes participation (55). It is intended “to mobilize

local communities for public health action through coordinated

and integrated engagement of multiple stakeholders in multiple

community settings” (56) (p. 2). It welcomes complexity (57) and

recognizes the need to combine bottom-up, micro-level actions

for health with (managed) top-down, macro-level influences (55)

(p. 61).

The supersetting approach, as an intervention strategy

for comprehensive community interventions, works through

coordinated engagement of multiple stakeholders in multiple

settings to mobilize local resources and support collective

community action (55). It has five core principles: integration

(coordinated action across specific settings); participation (people

are motivated to take ownership of processes of developing and

implementing activities); empowerment (there are opportunities

for equity-focused action on authentic, relevant issues); context-

sensitivity (people’s everyday life challenges are respected and

considered when developing and implementing activities);

and knowledge generation and sharing (knowledge produced

from coordinated activities is used to inform future activities)

(17, 55, 57).

Advances in the supersetting approach are linked to

Scandinavian public health research. The demonstration project

SoL (from the Danish Sundhed og Lokalsamfund, “Health and

Local Community”) marks the entry of the supersetting approach

into the literature (17) and is the focus of several related papers.

Citation analysis demonstrates that the public library is part of the

historical development of the supersetting approach: biblioteket

(library) appears as a label in a figure of the supersetting approach

based on the 2014 original (58). By 2021, the presence of the library

(joined also by “museum” and “sports club”) in the illustrative

figure of the supersetting approach has passed into the English-

language supersetting literature (59), separately from the Danish

project SoL.

The supersetting approach can be linked with the settings

concept of “projectism” (31) (p. 200), i.e., when “the theoretical

framework guiding the work may be rooted in systems thinking

and organizational development,” but practice is “constrained

to smaller-scale project-focused work around particular issues”

(60) (p. 56). Projectism is not incompatible with a comprehensive

settings approach if the project—e.g., library-based health
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FIGURE 1

Conceptual model of the public library as part of a supersetting approach for health literacy development.

initiatives organized with partners—model “an inclusive and

participative ethic” and “dynamic orientation” (21) (p. 893)

commensurate with the supersetting approach.

4. Discussion

The conceptual review highlights how so-called non-traditional

settings might support and enable the “project” of health literacy

if this project is a collective endeavor, undertaken with support

from other settings. It contributes a conceptual model of the public

library (an example of a non-traditional setting) operating as part

of a supersetting approach. The model theorizes the antecedents

that need to be in place for the public library to be an enabling

environment for health and health literacy in partnership with

other settings, and points toward further areas for investigation.

To progress from health promotion in settings to active

“settings for health,” the conceptual review proposes a coordinated

supersetting approach. The supersetting approach is increasingly

discussed in the literature (61, 62), but the most up-to-date

handbook available for settings-based health promotion has few

sustained discussions of it; the most substantive discussion refers

to schools:

Actions in a school will be more effective when school

activities are embedded in the local community, which will

provide synergistic effects. This has been elaborated in the

“supersetting” approach [. . . ] that summarizes sustainable

approaches to optimized health, wellbeing and quality of life,

and involves mobilizing the local community (63) (p. 109).

Many of the settings listed by the World Health Organization

as settings for health do not have all the modeled antecedents

consistently in place, including Health Promoting Schools (HPS).

HPS are frequently represented in the literature as promoting

health (30) and health literacy (64) early in the life course, but are

limited in the support they can provide for facilitating “practical

action” on health (4): children are not routinely encouraged

to actively shape the school environment much beyond e.g.,

school council activities (65, 66). The conceptual model therefore

includes schools, based on previous research into the settings that

significantly influence library-based health promotion (18), but

supplements this traditional setting with other settings that have

different strengths and weaknesses in relation to the antecedents

and penetrate people’s lives at different stages of the life course.

Considering that health literacy is a setting-specific social

practice (5), focusing on health literacy as a complex throughput in

settings, and integrating settings into a supersetting approach that

spans the life course (54), may advance population health literacy

development and ensure that the settings concept continues to be

relevant and responsive to future determinants of health.

5. Conclusion

This review has synthesized research and gray literature on

settings from the 1980s to date. The results delineate how,

despite the longstanding importance of settings for health and

the settings approach in the development of health promotion

and World Health Organization strategy, theorizing about settings

remains under-developed (67). The review highlights some key
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conceptual challenges, including overlapping terms in the settings

literature and theories from distinct disciplinary traditions (e.g., a

systems perspective and health literacy responsiveness). The model

developed from the conceptual review is helpful in providing a

starter overview of antecedents to look for and in suggesting

partnership opportunities between settings that collectively achieve

the full complement of antecedents.

Understandings of the antecedents required so that settings

can develop into settings for health and health literacy are

advanced by a systems perspective and a supersetting approach

that brings together multiple (traditional and non-traditional)

settings to create and sustain supportive environments for health.

This review has used the example of the public library to

show the potential for a non-traditional setting for health, when

part of a supersetting approach, to promote health and develop

health literacy as “a whole-of-society endeavor—at the individual,

community, and national level” that works “across sectors, not

just health” (68). The direction of travel in a recent editorial in

response to a World Health Organization report on health literacy

development for the prevention and control of non-communicable

diseases (5, 15), calling for “an integrative approach to develop

health literacy interventions that involve a range of community-

based organizations—not just medical centers—including schools,

churches, sports groups, and workplaces” (68), is encouraging. But,

in neither citing nor naming the supersetting approach that could

potentially integrate such traditional and non-traditional settings,

both the report and the editorial demonstrate the need to continue

to review and refine the concept of settings.
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